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MVUS Sunday Net at 14:30 UT (currently 10:30 AM local time, EDT).

The net frequencies are primarily 144.280 Mc and 28.960 Mc.
April Meeting:`Fri 25th, May Meeting: Fri 23rd , the week after Hamvention
Hometown Buffet near SR 725 and Yankee Rd. in Centerville
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Upcoming Events

Dayton Hamvention ………..16, 17, 18 May
See us at Booth No. 331c (Silver Arena)

VHF Forum Sat 3 to 5 PM
Dave Sublette, K4TO --- Phase Locked Local Oscillator Using GPS Generated Reference
Gerd Schrick, WB8IFM ---Transponder Project Progress
Dave Powers, ND8P/G4HUP --- Further Options for Direct Frequency Synthesis of
Microwave Local Oscillator

2006 Microwave Update Proceedings still available
$ 14 (includes postage). Send check to Gerd Schrick, 4741 Harlou Dr, Dayton, OH, 45432-1618

FMT, Test Session and More
By Tom, N8ZM
nd
This is a ‘morning after’ column. Fortunately, it is the morning after our combined Tech Session and 2 FMT, and not the hangover type. Both
went very well, I am happy to say. As I write this, there are already five submissions to the FMT, less than 15 hours after it went QRT.

At the Tech Session, we tested the output power of a 10 GHz amplifier, repaired a YIG oscillator, measured a number of attenuators and chip parts,
tested a counter for accuracy, calibrated a number of voltmeters, and checked an oscillator for phase noise and drift. All in all, a very productive
afternoon! And after the FMT was over, we all (minus one) went out for pizza and had a great time talking about cars and politics (peacefully, despite
our different mindsets), and telling awful jokes (“Just looking around” has to get the prize for being the worst, Bruce!).

Thanks to N8UR for hosting us, to W8RKO for setting up and transmitting the FMT signals, and to all the guys who attended for helping to make it
an interesting and fun day! Probably the next such event will be at our annual picnic in August, so start thinking now about measurements that might
help you get your project up and running, or just help you better understand some aspect of technology. And we expect to have our antenna range set
up then as well.

As a way of saying ‘thanks’ to the people who are providing the tower space for our long awaited but not quite here yet 1296 beacon, Mike,
W8RKO, Joe, N8QOD, Fred, W8LLY, and myself helped out for a few hours last week at TV Channel 16’s Great TV Auction by escorting the
volunteers to their cars late into the evening. We were well fed, had a wonderful opportunity to chat and tell stories, and the ‘work’ of walking the
mostly female volunteers to their cars was hardly what you would call difficult. Plus it was neat to see the studios and control rooms that Fred has
engineered.

Looking ahead, it is only 4 weeks until that little gathering of 20,000 or so close friends happens here in Dayton. MVUS will have an inside booth
again, and Mike, N8QHV, and Red, W8ULC, have again lined up some interesting presentations for us. The VHF/UHF/Microwave forum is on
Saturday afternoon from 3:00 to 5:00.

We always need help and things to show at the MVUS booth, so if you have a couple of hours to spare (and I know that’s tough to find that
weekend), or have a nifty thing you have built or bought that would make an eye-catching display in the booth, please think of MVUS.
th
Don’t forget that we have a meeting this month, on the 25 , at the usual place! Also we will have a meeting the week after Hamvention on May the
rd
23 , the guys usually seem to want to have a meeting then, mostly to swap HV stories.

See you there! de N8ZM.

This and That 4-08
•

Feature Frenzy. From the latest safety system to leading edge entertainment gear, today’s cars and trucks pack enough electronics to
please even the most jaded gadget lover. …and interior view showing dual DVD system that plays different media at the same time,
featuring Sirius backseat TV and halo lighting (from a promotion). But to change a light bulb you have to see the dealer [ED]

•

Why Not? FortiFido, described as “the first ever fortified water for pets with real functional benefits.” Which, I assume, means that the
water has benefits, because the pet in our house certainly doesn’t have any.

•

[D.L.Stewart]

Camera Choice. Today’s cameras have been loaded like a well-decorated Christmas trees with as much glitter and doodads as camera
makers and copy writers can devise. Are more coming? Of course!…But what do I really want. A comfy, rugged, gem-like, compact, fourcontrol digital Leica 1 (A). You can leave off all the ornamental stuff. That’s not too much to ask, is it?
[Herbert Keppler]

•

Testing. “Fig.3. ICs Mounted in Paraffin Wax for Vibration Testing.” Came across this figure in trade magazine. It reminded me of a test
setup I had seen at an American manufacturer where they were testing military communication gear by dropping it into sand from a height
of a few feet, this compared unfavorably to the German general’s test where the equipment was dropped onto a cement floor.
[Gerd, WB8IFM]

•

Cell Phones. On the scale of human inventions, the mobile phone is still new, but it is already a crucial part of the trinity of things people
fear to forget when they leave the house –keys, wallet, and phone.

•

Rule No. 17. So you are shooting to become 100 years old, here is rule no 17: Dump the deadwood. Hang out with cheerful people;
grouches bring you down!

•

[Carolyn Y. Johnson]

[Albany Times Union]

The Oldest Person so far was Jeanne Calment of Arles, France, she died in 1997 at the age of 122. Her advice: “Always keep your smile.”
[Albany Times Union]

•

Fly to Mars? Jack Andre Istel flew around the world with his wife in a small two seater and took comfort in watching her doing
needlepoint while he was flying and navigating. “ I have the kind of wife, who, if I said:’We are going to Mars, she’d say, “what do I
pack?’ [Mike Anton, LA-Times]

•

Mileage? Oh, my! How far do you think a container ship can go on a gallon of fuel ? Try 37 feet!

•

Why Kids like Space. Kids like dinosaurs and space, and there ain’t dinosaurs among us anymore.
[Bob Twigs, 2005]

•

AYCE. At baseball games now you can get special “All You Can Eat” seats (for a price). “The AYCE seat concept isn’t as questionable as
all-you-can-smoke seats would be, but health experts have been wildly unenthusiastic about the idea. Or, as the dietitian I contacted
explained:
’Oh my … god’

[D.L. Stewart]

Interesting Radiator
By Gerd, WB8IFM

When microwaves first were used to transport signals across the country, towers sprouted in the countryside and on mountaintops and many are still
standing doing service, mostly across hard accessible terrain or over water. Sometimes the towers just had passive reflectors on them. Some had the
transmitter and antenna on the ground and radiated the power upwards towards a reflector, which redirected it to the horizon. Thus no lossy cable was
needed and the reflector could be just a flat plate with fine adjustments made at ground (or roof) level.

Well guess what! Bill, K9AYA, found a way to use a tall structure on the top of a hill, designed for an entirely different purpose, that he could use to
radiate his microwave beacon into the surrounding country. You wonder what that structure is. A plain old water tower. ( See his write-up: “Two
Beacons”). These towers come in various shapes and some are better suited than others. You place the beacon with a directional antenna illuminating
the off center underside of the tower and so can get a nice signal spread from the height of the water tank. After 4 years of use, Bill’s set-up has
performed remarkably well. There just has been a slight change of frequency.

One big advantage of this set-up is, that the antennas are not directly exposed to lightning danger as the watertower, well grounded, protects the
beacon’s electronics.

Some typical (old time) water towers in the area.

The tower on the left (north of Dayton) has a piece of equipment sitting
about half way up which just might be some microwave TX or RX or
both!?

The one on the right sits on top of the Mendelson Building in downtown
Dayton

Two Beacons
By Bill, K9AYA

I have two beacons located under a water tower on Wasserman Rd., just two miles south of my home QTH. They operate on 10,368.3 and 5760.0,
however, due to ageing and temperature drift etc, the last check was 10,368.265 and 5760.08.

The 10GHz oscillator is a standard Ma/Com “brick” with an ovenized xtal. The 6 GHz unit is also a Ma/Com “brick” with an external reference 48
MHz pc “can” oscillator. The bricks each feed a pin diode modulator and then on to an amp. The pin modulators are controlled by a basic “stamp”
that supplies the ID keying. The final power out of the amps is around 150 to 200 milliwatts.

The 10GHz amp feeds a small horn (about 3.5 x 2.5 inch). The 6GHz amp feeds A larger horn that is 6 inch by only 1.5 inch. (wide horizontal
pattern, but that’s all I had in the junk box). The water tower is on a hill top with ground elevation of 900 feet msl. The tower is a six legged structure
with the “belly” about 75feet above the beacons.

The beacons are on the flat roof of a building about 40 feet East of the tower. The horns point at the “belly” of the tank. They have been heard 30 +
miles to the East and are very strong at the VOA site about 16 miles East. They also have been copied at Beavercreek and at the Oxford airport. The
beacons run on 12Vdc (that supply is a rack mount in the building). Each beacon has a small fan that runs year 'round. They have been in continuous
operation for over 4 years.

MVUS Morehead, KY Trip to the 21 m Radio Telescope

What a trip. There were 9 of us in 3 cars going from Dayton to visit the radio telescope at the University of Kentucky in Morehead. (Tom, N8ZM,
John N8UR, Joe, N8QOD, Tom, W9NBS, Bruce ND8I, Mike W8RKO, John, N8VZW and myself Gerd, WB8IFM) Jeff Kruth, WA3ZKR, the
“white box man” for what he is known by most of us, had invited us for a tour of the facilities including a stopover at his house. Jeff had gotten
involved with the U of Kentucky radio astronomy project and been lured to the Kentucky backcountry. He has now planted firm roots there.

Radio telescopes are preferably located in a hilly wilderness area with few people who might cause interference running their gadgets. The
Greenbank telescopes are located in a wide valley shielded from terrestrial noise by the surrounding mountains, the Morehead telescope, however, is
on a mountaintop and has the advantage of accessing the heavens down close to the horizon. Although Morehead is just a small town, there is a
considerable amount of low frequency and microwave noise generated. The microwave stuff is mostly from students using wireless access to the
Internet. The sharp antenna pattern of the dish and good filtering alleviates the interference problem.

We left Dayton around 5 PM Friday taking the I-75 route through Cincinnati. Getting closer to Cincinnati we got into heavier rain and heavier traffic
and at times we amused ourselves listening to the channel 19 truck CB. Around 7 o’clock we stopped at a Cracker Barrel Restaurant for supper. We
still made it in good time to the motel in Morehead.

After a brief breakfast meeting with our host, Jeff Kruth and some locals we drove to the University and the Space Science Center. Here Jeff showed
us his office and the various shops but mostly room after room with stored surplus equipment that he had accumulated over the years. It was
overwhelming. Asked how he got into this, he related that his dad came across a government surplus catalog, found a handful of interesting items,
submitted a bid and won. They picked up the equipment, liked it and that is how it started. We all know about the white boxes and when Jeff talks
about these, the phrase you hear is, he had mountains and mountains of those. Along the way he got deeply into Watkins Johnson equipment and is,
to this day, an authority in this area. But I would suggest that this is only the tip of a much larger trove of knowledge about physics, electronics, radio
waves and, of course, all the equipment that goes with it. Jeff is a very generous man helping out numerous organizations and individuals. And this is
also how he got involved with Morehead.

The 21-meter dish, built about 4 years ago and a brand new building, just before completion, is part of a plan to enlarge the radio astronomy
department and provide a place of learning to fill future job opportunities for Kentucky. The dish was built on a close-by hill with an extremely steep
access road, which swallowed a sizable chunk of the telescope project funds. The telescope is visible from the university grounds and the new
building has a control room on the side with a large window facing the telescope, so it can be observed while being operated.

Next we all drove up the steep hill and parked on a relatively large flat area that had room for more equipment and antennas other than the telescope.
From here the 21m (70”) dish looked very impressive indeed, but the most amazing thing was how fast it could be rotated.

Observations are planned for the three reserved radio astronomy microwave frequencies in the L, S and Ku bands. At present, a separate feed is used
for each of these bands. On my question how the feed horn was mounted and how often it was changed, the surprising answer was: a bucket truck
was ordered for this about four times a year. How does that truck make it up this steep incline? I was assured that there was no problem!

Being on top of a hill, the telescope naturally can search the skies to very close to the horizon and could be used for ground communication. To this
date no problems have occurred with lightning, which is always a concern on top of hills.
A visit to the control room was also very interesting. It was explained how data were taken, recorded and later displayed. Also we got an explanation
of how the dish was controlled with four mighty electro motors, which eliminated dead play and allowed extreme precision in azimuth and elevation.
The antenna pattern (see graph.) taken by recording a signal from a satellite at 1.5 GHz is really amazing. The gain at that frequency is 48 dBi. The
low side lobes, of course, help eliminate unwanted noise and interference.

After we got back down from the hill it was time for lunch at the student cafeteria buffet.

After lunch one of the graduate students, Jen Carter, gave a well-received presentation about the university’s picosat program. Many universities
now have similar programs. It provides students with hands-on experience in dealing with space hardware. It gives the university and the state a
presence in space. It attracts students to engineering and science and provides the educational background for future jobs and for attracting
technological companies to the state.

There was another round through the piles of surplus and pieces of gear was offered and accepted . Then came time to get to our afternoon program,
which was a visit at Jeff Kruth’s, WA3ZKR, home qth.

There had been intermittent talk about a “ banana antenna”. It turned out this was a military surplus radar that had been converted to rotate in both
azimuth and elevation. This antenna was mounted on the side of a hill and a house below was the original control room and the rest of the radio
astronomy department. Well on the way we looked at that site and again were quite impressed how this whole enterprise had started from such
humble beginnings.

The sun had come out and it was a beautiful spring day. It was noticeable that we were a bit further south and we actually did see some azaleas in
bloom. Jeff’s house and barn was another highlight of the trip. The backyard next to the barn was strewn with antennas, mostly dishes and other
related hardware. Then we saw the barn with several rows of equipment and parts, some rows packed so tight that only a single person fit through. I
wasn’t looking for much, I had on my mind a step attenuator and it looked hopeless, but sure enough I did find one. Others found more goodies and
the prices were quite affordable.

Moving over to the house we had a short break. The xyl, had arranged drinks and cookies. Then we descended into the basement where Jeff kept his
better stuff, mostly test equipment. Then there were his workbenches, file cabinets with manuals and gobs of parts drawers. Quite overwhelming.

With his collection and his knowledge, accumulated over many years of using and learning about it, he was and still is a very much sought-after
source. He showed us pictures of projects he was involved in. Many times when time was at a premium, know-how and improvising was the way to
go. He got quite a reputation of doing things faster and cheaper than the big contractors. The university can be glad to have such a person available
for their radio astronomy and related projects.

New Radio Astronomy Building

Jeff Kruth explaining the new remote control center

Morehead 21m Radio Telescope

Two dedicated operators (at the telescope)

Dish Pattern (Signal from the GEOS 10 Satellite)
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Relaxing in the Hotel Lobby Tom, Mike a John

Breakfast Get-together

Early Azalea

Small Anechoic Chamber

Jeff Kruth, WA3ZKR, surrounded by his Treasures

>>> Jen Carter showing off the new KySat, a Picosat>>>

